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In 1990, I was in my ﬁrst year of a DPhil in Chemical Physics at
Sussex University with Harry Kroto, exploring the carbon species
that might be produced by astronomical objects such as carbon
stars and planetary nebula [1]. Although I started by studying these
vast complex objects, within a year the dominant feature in my sci-
entiﬁc life would be a one-line NMR spectrum and a little test tube
of red-coloured benzene.
C60 had been discovered in 1985 during pioneering astrochem-
ical laser vaporisation investigations [2] but it was not possible to
create bulk quantities in this way. However, some great scientiﬁc
detective work by Wolfgang Krätschmer, Donald Huffman and
their students (who incidentally were trying to simulate carbon
‘dust’ in interstellar space) led to a way of creating test-tube quan-
tities in a classic bell-jar carbon arc. Similar bell-jar experiments
had been made earlier at Sussex, but funding had been turned
down. Krätschmer’s work (presented at an astronomy conference)
and I arrived at Sussex at about the same time. The Letter encour-
aged us to return to the bell-jar; we conﬁrmed the results and
developed techniques to produce fullerenes that would change
the whole ﬁeld [1,3,4].
The Sussex group independently solvent-extracted the fuller-
enes, which produced beautiful coloured solutions. We measured
the 720 and 840 amu mass spectra of C60 and C70, and recorded
the single-line NMR of C60 and ﬁve-line resonance of C70 – proving
the cage structures [1,3,4]. The Sussex team also developed the
chromatographic technique used to separate the fullerenes, which
would kick-start fullerene football chemistry.Suddenly I was in the very happy position of being one of the
few in the world who could actually make C60, and in big demand
– a nice position for anyone, but a magical time for a young re-
searcher! I often worked through the night just to be able to keep
up with demand. It was a great time, sharing this material with ex-
perts in so many different ﬁelds – humbling, but also tremendously
exciting [1]. Our group, including Roger Taylor, David Walton and
students, worked as a great team, devising new experiments,
equipment, and trying to keep up with writing papers [1].
By modifying an old pyrolysis experiment and using a welding
power supply I created a fullerene generator typical of what would
follow. This greatly increased production over the bell-jar appara-
tus method and led to many of the fundamental properties of C60
and C70 being measured, including the UV–visible spectra, IR, Ra-
man etc. This is the background to our 1991 Chemical Physics Let-
ters paper [4].
It is interesting to note that in both the initial 1985 discovery
and the subsequent 1990 carbon-arc method, students played
key roles. The intelligent naivety of an enthusiastic student (free
from the pressure of strategic research funding) sometimes allows
a whole group to explore speculative areas in a versatile and fun
way. Science needs more of this.
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